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Abstract

No spacecraft visiting a comet has been equipped with instruments to directly measure the static electric field. However, the

electric field can occasionally be estimated indirectly by observing its effects on the ion velocity distribution. We present such

observations made by the Rosetta spacecraft on 19th of April 2016 when comet 67P was at a low outgassing rate and the

plasma environment was relatively homogeneous. The ion velocity distributions show the cometary ions on the first half of

their gyration. We estimate the bulk drift velocity and the gyration speed from the distributions. By using the local measured

magnetic field and assuming an E x B drift of the gyrocentre, we get an estimate for the average electric field driving this ion

motion. We analyse a period of 13h, during which the plasma environment does not change drastically. We find that the average

strength of the electric field is 0.21mV/m. The direction of the electric field is mostly anti-sunward. This is in agreement with

previous results based on different methods
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Key Points:7

• Rosetta observations show partial ring distributions of cometary ions at comet 67P.8

• From the velocity distributions the plasma bulk velocity and gyration speed are9

determined.10

• We estimate the electric field from the bulk velocity and find a mostly anti-sunward11

field of 0.21mV/m.12
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Abstract13

No spacecraft visiting a comet has been equipped with instruments to directly mea-14

sure the static electric field. However, the electric field can occasionally be estimated in-15

directly by observing its effects on the ion velocity distribution. We present such obser-16

vations made by the Rosetta spacecraft on 19th of April 2016 when comet 67P was at17

a low outgassing rate and the plasma environment was relatively homogeneous. The ion18

velocity distributions show the cometary ions on the first half of their gyration. We es-19

timate the bulk drift velocity and the gyration speed from the distributions. By using20

the local measured magnetic field and assuming an E × B drift of the gyrocentre, we21

get an estimate for the average electric field driving this ion motion. We analyse a pe-22

riod of 13 h, during which the plasma environment does not change drastically. We find23

that the average strength of the electric field is 0.21mV/m. The direction of the elec-24

tric field is mostly anti-sunward. This is in agreement with previous results based on dif-25

ferent methods.26

Plain Language Summary27

Measuring the static electric field in space plasmas is difficult. Most spacecraft do28

not have dedicated instruments for it, and the Rosetta mission to comet 67P is no ex-29

ception. But the electric field is one of the main governing factors behind for the mo-30

tion of newly born cometary ions. In this study, we use measurements of the cometary31

ions to estimate the average electric field close to the nucleus. The observations are made32

on the 19th of April 2016 by the Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA), which measures the33

energy and travel direction of the different plasma species. The specific shape of the ob-34

served velocity distribution of cometary ions – a partial ring – indicates that the fields35

accelerating the observed cometary ions are relatively homogeneous. The spatial scale36

this applies to is approximately one gyroradius, which we estimated to be around 340 km.37

The resulting electric field is 0.21mV/m, which is significantly smaller than the expected38

field in the upstream solar wind, far away from the nucleus.39

1 Introduction40

The atmospheres of comets are produced by the sublimation of ice near the nucleus’41

surface. During this sublimation, the ice (primarily water and CO2) also lifts off dust42

from the nucleus surface. Cometary dust is usually comprised of organic and rocky ma-43

terial (Filacchione et al., 2019). The intensity of this process is quantified as the outgassing44

or production rate. It is modulated by the strength of the solar irradiation at the comet’s45

position, and depends on the size and composition of the comet itself. The outgassing46

rate therefore varies along the comet’s elliptical trajectory, and even more so between47

different comets. Due to the low mass of the comet nucleus (in comparison to e. g. plan-48

ets) the atmosphere is gravitationally unbound and expands freely into space (Bieler et49

al., 2015). Some of the molecules in this atmosphere become ionised by EUV flux or electron-50

impact-ionisation and form a plasma cloud of newborn cometary ions (Galand et al., 2016).51

The newborn ions are accelerated by the electromagnetic fields around the nucleus. These52

fields are the result of the interaction between the solar wind and the cometary plasma53

cloud (Nilsson et al., 2021).54

In the comet reference frame the solar wind travels with a speed of around 400 km/s55

in the anti-sunward direction. In combination with the frozen-in magnetic field this cre-56

ates a convective electric field at the comet. Newborn ions are accelerated in direction57

of the electric field in a process often referred to as ion pick-up. The accelerated ions are58

called pick-up ions. They gyrate due to the magnetic field and gain energy due to the59

electric field. The relative size of the plasma environment can be characterised by com-60

paring it to the gyroradius of the ions. If the plasma environment is much larger than61
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the ion gyroradius, fluid dynamics is appropriate to describe the main physical processes,62

as in the example of comet 1P/Halley. Once the plasma environment is of a similar spa-63

tial scale as the ion gyroradius, kinetic effects have to be taken into account. This is the64

case for comet 67P, especially at a low outgassing rate far away from the Sun (Goetz et65

al., 2022).66

Under typical solar wind conditions, the gyroradius of cometary water ions is on67

the order of ten thousand kilometres. If the spatial scale of the plasma interaction re-68

gion between the solar wind and the comet is much larger than this gyroradius, the pick-69

up ions form ring distributions in velocity space. Such distributions were observed dur-70

ing the fly-by of the Giotto spacecraft at comet 1P/Halley (Reinhard, 1987). By pitch-71

angle scattering these rings can evolve into shell distributions. The gyrocentre of the dis-72

tributions is the solar wind velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field (Coates73

et al., 1989). The ring and shell distributions were observed essentially everywhere in74

the coma of 1P/Halley, from 5 million kilometres away from the nucleus to the the bow75

shock (Neugebauer et al., 1989). Additionally, enhancements in the power spectra of the76

magnetic field at the water ion cyclotron frequency were observed (K. Glassmeier et al.,77

1987). This is the same frequency the water ions gyrate with when forming ring and shell78

distributions.79

A very different situation is present at comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (here-80

after: comet 67P), target of the Rosetta mission (K.-H. Glassmeier, Boehnhardt, et al.,81

2007). The outgassing rate of comet 67P is much lower than 1P/Halley, even at peri-82

helion. As a consequence, the spatial scales of the plasma environment are also much smaller.83

Because the Rosetta spacecraft was usually orbiting the comet at walking speed relatively84

close to the nucleus, the nature of the observations are very different compared to Giotto85

observations. The observations in the terminator plane probe the plasma environment86

of the newborn cometary pickup ions. The evolution to full ring and shell distributions87

is expected to happen much further downstream, in the tail of comet 67P (Williamson88

et al., 2022).89

Estimating the gyroradius close to the nucleus is difficult, as it requires knowledge90

about the electric field. Previously, estimations of the electric field direction were based91

on the assumption that the ions are unmagnetised, and are therefore accelerated and flow-92

ing along the electric field (Nilsson et al., 2018). This method only gives the direction93

of the field, not it’s strength. If the ion gyroradii are very large, the assumption of un-94

magnetised ions holds. The ions are observed as uni-directional. Rosetta has no dedi-95

cated instruments that are capable of measuring the static electric field with sufficient96

accuracy. However, the velocity distribution of cometary pick-up ions gives us informa-97

tion about the plasma environment close to the nucleus. If we observe the beginning of98

a gyration in the velocity distribution of cometary ions we can characterise the electric99

field and gyroradius close to the nucleus. In this paper, we present observations of par-100

tial ring distributions in the cometary pick-up ion data, and show how they relate to the101

electric fields around the comet.102

2 Instrument Description103

To derive the ion velocity distributions of the cometary plasma environment, we104

use data from the Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA), part of the Rosetta Plasma Con-105

sortium (RPC; Carr et al., 2007). In addition to that, we use magnetic field measure-106

ments from the magnetometer MAG, also part of the RPC instrument package. Both107

instruments are described below. More information about RPC can be found in the RPC108

User Guide (Beth et al., 2019).109
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2.1 Ion Composition Analyzer110

ICA was designed to measure the velocity distributions of the major positive ion111

species around comet 67P (Nilsson et al., 2007). The mass resolution of the instrument112

allows us to distinguish between protons (H+), alpha particles (He2+), He+, and heav-113

ier ions, such as H2O
+ and CO+

2 . The energy range covers low energy ions at a few eV/q114

up to energies of 40 keV/q. There are 96 energy bins in total, which are logarithmically115

spaced.116

The nominal instrument field-of-view is 360◦ × 90◦ (azimuth × elevation). This117

angular field-of-view is subdivided in 16 azimuth and 16 elevation angles. An individ-118

ual pixel in this 16×16 grid has therefore a nominal size of 22.5◦×5.625◦. All 16 az-119

imuth directions are measured simultaneously. The different elevations are measured in120

sequence. The full energy range is measured for each elevation. A full measurement cy-121

cle covering all elevations and energies, also referred to as “scan”, takes 192 s. Due to122

the limited resolution of the instrument’s high voltage supply the elevation angles at low123

energies (up to approximately 100 eV/q) depend on the measured energy. This results124

in a changing pixel boresight at different energies. To compensate for this effect, we re-125

sample the elevation angles of each azimuth sector into 17 equally-spaced angles that cover126

the nominal 90◦ elevation. Parts of the ICA field-of-view are obstructed by the space-127

craft and solar array, but this is not expected to affect the results shown here. In this128

study we use the L4-PHYSMASS dataset, which contains differential flux for H+, He2+,129

and heavier ions.130

2.2 Magnetometer131

The magnetometer MAG consists of two triaxial fluxgate magnetometers that are132

mounted on a spacecraft boom. The measurement range is ±16 384 nT in each direction,133

with a resolution of 20 bit (31 pT). The vectors are sampled with a frequency of 20Hz134

(K.-H. Glassmeier, Richter, et al., 2007). For the purpose of this study, we average the135

magnetic field data over the duration of one ICA scan, which eliminates high-frequency136

disturbances. There is a remaining unknown offset in the data due to temperature drifts137

of the instrument. This offset is of the order of a few nT for each axis, and can affect138

the magnitude and direction estimate of the magnetic field. With a typical measured mag-139

netic field strength of 20 nT the error is expected to be below 15◦ for the time period140

considered in this study.141

3 Methods142

The starting point for our analysis is the velocity distribution of cometary pickup143

ions. To quantify and interpret them we apply a ring fitting procedure to the observed144

energetic cometary ion population. The resulting fitted velocities are projected into a145

coordinate system that is decoupled from changes in the plasma environment (e. g. a change146

in magnetic field direction) for better comparison between the individual scans. From147

the fitted velocities we can derive an estimate for the average electric field.148

3.1 Ring Fitting149

As we will show in section 4, there is an energy-angle dispersion in the distribu-150

tion of cometary ions. We use a ring fitting procedure to estimate the bulk flow prop-151

erties of the energetic cometary plasma. This procedure is presented in Moeslinger et152

al. (2023), but in this study we apply it to the dataset of cometary pickup ions. We will153

outline the main algorithm and its limitations below.154

In a first step, we estimate the plane that contains the data. This plane corresponds155

to the gyration plane of the particles, which is perpendicular to the estimated magnetic156
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field direction. From this step we get the parallel (to the magnetic field) bulk flow ve-157

locity ubulk,. Normalising this vector gives the unit vector rbulk,, which is the plane158

normal. In the second step we fit a sphere to the data, with the constraint that the cen-159

tre of the sphere must lie on the plane determined in the first step. The intersection of160

both results gives a circle with a radius that corresponds to the gyration velocity u⊥.161

The offset between the fitted centre of the sphere and ubulk, is the drift velocity of the162

bulk plasma ubulk,drift. In both steps we use a weighted non-linear least squares fitting163

algorithm. More information can be found in Moeslinger et al. (2023). The fitting is done164

individually for each ICA scan. The velocity vectors used for fitting are the median en-165

ergy vectors of the cometary ions for each azimuth/elevation pixel. As we are interested166

in the pickup ion population, the energy bins below 40 eV are excluded from the anal-167

ysis. These low energy ions typically belong to a different ion population with a differ-168

ent flow direction (see Berčič et al., 2018; Nilsson et al., 2020). We also discard pixels169

with zero flux. The median energy is defined as the energy bin where the flux integrated170

in energy from 40 eV up to this bin exceeds 50% of the total flux of the pixel. This me-171

dian energy is converted to velocity vectors assuming a water ion plasma. The logarithm172

of the total flux for each vector is used as a weight parameter for the fitting procedure.173

3.2 Projections174

The fitted velocity parameters obtained by the the algorithm in Section 3.1 are in175

ICA instrument coordinates. Due to the low spacecraft velocity with respect to the comet176

(of the order of a few m/s) this is essentially the rest frame of the comet nucleus. How-177

ever, the alignment of the instrument coordinate system is arbitrary with respect to the178

plasma flow. Therefore, we define a new coordinate system, which is determined indi-179

vidually for each scan. In this system:180

1. The z-axis is aligned with the direction of ubulk,. This reduces the gyration to181

the x-y plane. To ensure a consistent gyration direction for all scans, the sign is182

determined by the local magnetic field (i. e., ẑ ·B > 0).183

2. The x-axis is the sunward direction, projected onto the gyration plane.184

3. The y-axis completes the right-handed system.185

This coordinate system decouples the observed ion distribution from changes in the plasma186

environment, such as the magnetic field direction. The resulting fitted velocities can be187

compared in both magnitude and direction over longer timescales. It also allows for an188

easier analysis of the velocity distributions and the accuracy of the fitting procedure. For189

this purpose, we project the measured data into a cartesian velocity grid, converting them190

to velocity vectors assuming a mass per charge of 18 amu/q (single charged water ions)191

as above. In this reference frame, the x-y projection contains the velocity distribution192

information that shows the gyration pattern of the ions.193

3.3 Electric Field194

The drift velocity in the gyration plane determined from the ring fits, ubulk,drift,195

is the result of electric fields around the comet. If we assume that the electric and mag-196

netic fields are homogeneous over the relevant spatial scales, the drift velocity is given197

by:198

ubulk,drift =
E×B

B2
⇒ E = −ubulk,drift ×B (1)

To fully utilise the information obtained by the ring fitting procedure, we only use the199

z-component of the measured local magnetic field vector. This is the component along200

the estimated parallel bulk flow of the cometary plasma, and the estimated electric field201

is confined to the gyration plane.202
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Figure 1. Dual colourmap plots of the cometary ions (top panel) and the solar wind protons

(bottom panel). The background shows one ICA scan, taken at 06:38:24. No particle flux was de-

tected for the black pixels. The white areas are not covered by the ICA field-of-view. The dots in

both panels show the result of the ring fitting procedure for each species. For more information

see text..

4 Results203

We present results from a case study using data from April 19th, 2016, when comet204

67P was at a heliocentric distance of 2.8AU. Only the time period between 00:00 - 13:00205

is included. This is the same time period as analysed in Moeslinger et al. (2023). The206

rest of the day exhibits strong fluctuations in the magnetic field as well as spacecraft ma-207

noeuvres and is therefore not suitable for studying partial ring distributions.208

4.1 Velocity Distributions of Cometary Ions209

Any distribution with a large angular spread may partially fall outside the field-210

of-view of the instrument. To monitor these limitations, we assess the measured veloc-211

ity distributions directly in instrument coordinates, as shown in Figure 1. The upper panel212

shows the cometary ions with energies above 40 eV. Protons are shown in the lower panel.213

The plots visualise the median energy as the hue of each pixel, and the differential flux,214

integrated over the entire energy range considered, as its intensity. More information on215

this visualisation method and a discussion of the solar wind protons can be found in Moeslinger216

et al. (2023).217
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Figure 2. Projected velocity distributions of the cometary ions. The data is the same as

shown in Figure 1, but converted to velocity and projected into a cartesian coordinate system.

The colourbar shows the velocity distribution function (VDF) of each bin. The z-axis is aligned

with the estimated parallel direction (ubulk,) and oriented almost parallel to the local measured

magnetic field. The x-axis is the component of the sunward direction perpendicular to the z-axis,

and the y-axis completes the right-handed system.

Figure 1 shows a typical example of the distributions of cometary and solar wind218

ions during one ICA scan. ICA does not cover elevations exceeding ±45◦ (white areas).219

The energy-angle dispersion is clearly visible in both populations. In case of the cometary220

ions, the highest observed median energies are around 150 eV. The results of the ring221

fitting procedure are indicated by the dots, colour-coded with the respective energy colour222

scale. The estimated normal vector of the gyration plane is indicated by the green (cometary223

ions) and light blue (protons) cross. The dark blue marker shows the magnetic field di-224

rection. Both normal vector estimates are within 15◦ of the local magnetic field mea-225

surement. The fitted velocities for the cometary ions are ubulk,drift = 9.1 km/s, u⊥ =226

29.4 km/s, and ubulk, = 9.1 km/s.227

A different perspective of the same data is given in Figure 2. The measurements228

of each pixel were converted to velocities in a cartesian coordinate system, as described229

in Section 3. The three panels show the projections on the x-y, y-z, and x-z plane. The230

data is integrated over the third dimension. In panel a) the fitted ring and its centre,231

the estimated bulk drift velocity, are indicated. The fitted ring is a good approximation232

of the measured data. The lowest velocities in the gyration plane are about 20 km/s, which233

corresponds to the lower energy threshold at 40 eV. These low velocities are found in the234

direction opposite of the drift velocity. The maximum velocities are at around 40 km/s.235

These ions have completed a little less than half a gyration compared to the lowest en-236

ergy ions. As there is no complete ring distribution, all observed ions are expected to237

be on their first gyration. The “side views” of the data, shown in panels b) and c), are238

quite flat and only spread horizontally. This indicates that the data is indeed mostly dis-239

tributed on a plane, and the rbulk, estimate is a good estimator of the plane. The par-240

allel velocity component varies a few km/s around the fitted value of 9.1 km/s.241

The data analysis shown in Figures 1 and 2 was done for a 13 h time period, from242

00:00 - 13:00 on April 19th, 2016. There are a total of 225 ICA scans available during243

this period. A preliminary inspection of the cometary ion data as shown in Figure 1 (with-244

out the ring fitting) showed that 169 of these 225 scans are suited for a ring fitting al-245

gorithm. The scans excluded in this step either have too little data (e. g. only a few pix-246

els contain any flux), or there is no clear energy-angle dispersion visible. The ring fit-247
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Figure 3. Resulting fitted velocities for 2016-04-19, from 00:00 – 13:00. Top row: timeseries of

the three fitted velocities for cometary ions. Only the 99 good fits are included. No ICA data is

available for the time indicated by the grey areas. Bottom row: histograms of the distribution of

the fitted velocities for the same data as the top row. The left panel shows the bulk drift velocity.

The middle panel shows the fitted gyration velocity u⊥. The right panel shows the parallel veloc-

ity. The grey histograms show the distribution of all good fits. The red and blue histograms show

the distributions of the good fits separated in scans with low and high energy range; see text for

more details. All histograms are normalised. The y-axes are corresponding densities (arbitrary

units). The text insets give the mean and standard deviation for each distribution.

ting algorithm yielded a successful fit in 99 of these 169 scans, based on visual inspec-248

tion. The criteria for a successful fit include good agreement between data and fit in both249

angular space as well as energy. To analyse why the success rate was not higher, we per-250

formed a principal component analysis (PCA) of the underlying data. We found that251

the fitting algorithm works better for larger PCA variances (data not shown). We in-252

terpret this as a requirement for sufficient spread of the data points to give stability to253

the fitting procedure. If the points are distributed mostly along a straight line in 3D space,254

the plane this line lies on is not well defined. Only if the line deviates significantly from255

a straight line, as in the case of a partial ring with sufficient angular extent, the plane256

is well-defined. In this case, both the first and the second PCA component variance are257

sufficiently large. In the case of good fits, the third PCA vector aligned very well with258

the corresponding parallel vector estimate from the ring fitting procedure.259

A timeseries of the resulting velocities can be seen in figure 3, top panel. The plot260

only includes good fits. The dominating velocity is the gyration speed u⊥, with an av-261
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erage of 30.1 km/s. The magnitude of the bulk drift velocity is about half of the gyra-262

tion speed. The average is 13.2 km/s. ubulk,drift and u⊥ are correlated. The parallel bulk263

velocity is usually the smallest of the three (average: 9.9 km/s), and does not correlate264

with the other two.265

The statistical distribution of the three fitted velocity components can be seen in266

the bottom row of Figure 3. The grey histograms show the normalised distribution of267

all good fits for each velocity component. The distributions of ubulk,drift and u⊥ are roughly268

gaussian-shaped, with slightly elongated tails towards higher velocities. The standard269

deviations of the distributions are very similar, with 6.7 km/s and 7.5 km/s for ubulk,drift270

and u⊥, respectively. The distribution of ubulk, does not have a high velocity tail. In-271

stead, there is a slight increase for very low velocities. This is because the fitting pro-272

cedure effectively gives the absolute value of the parallel component. Any negative val-273

ues in a fixed frame (e. g. B-field aligned) are mapped onto their positive counterparts,274

creating this artificial peak at velocities close to zero.275

Inspecting all individual gyration patterns (as shown in Figure 2) we noticed a change276

when the maximum energy observed is higher. Therefore, we divided the good fits into277

two categories: “high energy” and “low energy” scans. The “high energy” scans contain278

pixels where the median energy exceeds 200 eV. This is the case for 58 out of the 99 good279

fits, for the remaining 41 scans the median energy of every pixel is below 200 eV. Both280

ubulk,drift and u⊥ have the distribution shifted towards higher velocities for the high en-281

ergy scans, compared to the low energy scans. The distribution of u on the other hand282

appears almost identical for both cases.283

4.2 Electric Fields284

We can use the fitted drift velocity of the plasma bulk flow to get an estimate of285

the average electric field. The magnetic field used to calculate the electric field (accord-286

ing to Equation 1) is the rbulk,-aligned component of the average measured magnetic287

field for each scan. The results are projected into the same coordinate system used for288

Figure 2. This way, we can compare the scans in a statistical manner.289

Figure 4 shows the electric field estimates of all good fits, split up into high energy290

and low energy scans. The plot shows the x-y plane, which contains all necessary infor-291

mation. As the magnetic field is exclusively along the z-axis in this frame the z-component292

of the electric field is zero. The electric field is dominated by an anti-sunward compo-293

nent for all scans. It ranges from −0.05mV/m to −0.35mV/m along Ex. The mean is294

−0.2mV/m. The high energy scans show a larger Ex component, with a mean of −0.23mV/m,295

compared to the low energy scans (mean: −0.15mV/m). No such dependence on the en-296

ergy range can be identified in the Ey component. It ranges from 0.05mV/m to −0.25mV/m,297

with a mean of −0.06mV/m. The distributions along Ex and Ey are also shown by the298

histograms on top and left of the main figure. The similarity of the high and low energy299

distributions for the Ey component is evident. A tendency towards stronger anti-sunward300

fields for high energy scans can also be identified in the Ex-histogram.301

The inset on the upper left corner shows the distribution of the magnetic field strength302

used for calculating the electric field. Overall, the distributions for the high and low en-303

ergy cases are very similar. There is no favour towards higher magnetic fields for the high304

energy cases that could influence the results of the electric field estimate. The second305

inset shows the magnitude of the E-field estimate. There is a tendency for higher elec-306

tric field strengths for the high energy scans as well, but it is not as pronounced as for307

Ex.308

A timeseries of the same dataset as in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. Until 03:00309

the E-field estimates vary significantly, both between individual scans and over time. Af-310

ter 03:00 the variability over time becomes less. There is another clearly noticeable peak311
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Figure 4. Distribution of the electric field estimates. Only the good fits, split up between

high and low energy range scans, are included. The results are projected into the same cartesian

coordinate system as used in Figure 2. The magnetic field used for the calculation of the E-field

estimate is the z-component of the measured magnetic field (in this cartesian coordinate system).

The inset in the upper left corner shows a histogram of the magnitude of the magnetic field. In

the lower left corner another inset shows the distribution of the E-field along the z-axis. The text

gives the statistical properties of the individual distributions (all values in mV/m). For more

information see text.
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Figure 5. Timeseries of the estimated electric field. The coordinate system for the individual

components is the same as used for Figures 2 and 4 (i. e., Ex is sunward in the gyration plane).

The Ex and Ey components as well as the magnitude are displayed. The Ez-component is zero

for all scans and therefore not shown. Different markers indicate whether the estimate belongs to

a high (circle) or a low (cross) energy scan.

around 06:00. An anti-sunward electric field component (negative Ex) dominates the to-312

tal electric field in almost all cases. The occurrence of high or low energy scans does not313

show consistent patterns over time. During some periods there are several consecutive314

scans of the same type, for example around 06:00, and between 07:00-08:00. After 09:00315

on the other hand, the high and low energy scans alternate almost every successful fit.316

5 Discussion317

As shown in Figure 1 there is a clear energy-angle dispersion visible in the cometary318

ions above 40 eV. Such partial ring distributions can only form in a plasma environment319

with sufficiently homogeneous electric and magnetic fields. Of the observed particles, the320

most energetic ones have completed almost half a gyration, so the ions cannot be regarded321

as unmagnetised. However, the spatial scale of the interaction region is not large enough322

for the formation of fully developed rings. If the fields were heterogenous there would323

be more randomness in the ion velocity distribution pattern and the partial rings would324

be smeared out. Occasionally, some energetic ions with energies far above 200 eV occur325

outside of the partial ring pattern (not shown). We believe that these are born outside326

the homogeneous interaction region, possibly in a region that is more dominated by the327

solar wind given their high energies. These random high-energy ions usually interfere with328

the ring fitting procedure and are therefore excluded from the results.329

From the fitted rings we can deduce the bulk flow of the energetic cometary plasma330

(see Section 5.1). The obtained fitting parameters can also be used to infer other quan-331

tities of the plasma environment. With the gyration speed u⊥ we can estimate the gy-332

roradius of the particles. The drift velocity in the gyration plane ubulk,drift gives us an333
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estimate for the electric field strength and direction. This is discussed in further detail334

in Section 5.2.335

5.1 Velocity Distributions336

There are no significant changes in the spacecraft pointing with respect to the sun-337

ward and cometward directions during the considered time period. However, the same338

cannot be said for the plasma environment. Even if the fields are homogeneous, they can339

slowly change over time. This can easily be seen in the change of the locally measured340

magnetic field from scan to scan, but is equally applicable to the electric field. To quan-341

tify the changes in the plasma environment we analysed the variability of the magnetic342

field as well as the fitted r̂bulk,. For each scan with a good fit we looked at the angle343

between the direction and the average direction over the entire observation period. The344

angular variability relative to the measured magnetic field is on average 18◦, but even345

exceeds 30◦ in multiple cases. The variability relative to the mean in the direction of r̂bulk,346

are slightly less, with an average of 12.5◦ (good fits only). Deviations above 30◦ are pos-347

sible in this case as well. A static coordinate system is therefore not suitable. Instead348

we used the r̂bulk, estimate to calculate the projection as described in Section 3.2. In349

this coordinate system the bulk drift velocity and electric field estimates of the individ-350

ual scans can be systematically compared over the entire observation period.351

In the simplest theoretical case of ion pickup in a homogeneous plasma, for exam-352

ple in the undisturbed solar wind, the ratio between the gyration speed and the drift speed353

is 1. This is a direct consequence of the ions being introduced into the system with 0 ve-354

locity. The average speed is the drift speed as determined by the background electric field,355

but the maximum speed of the particle is twice that. In our case the ratio u⊥/ubulk,drift356

is 2.3 for all good fits, 2.1 for the high energy scans, and 2.6 for the low energy scans.357

Consequently, the minimum speed of the particles gyrating along the fitted rings never358

reaches 0. Drift velocities of approximately 13 km/s further indicate that the observed359

velocity distributions are not directly caused by ion pickup in the undisturbed solar wind360

electric field. For this case, drift velocities of the order of 400 km/s are expected. We rather361

see pick-up in a region that is mostly shielded from the solar wind electric field and con-362

sequently has a lower drift speed.363

An estimate for the spatial scales of the interaction region that forms the observed364

partial rings is the gyroradius of the cometary ions: rg = mu⊥
qB . The gyroradius is de-365

fined in the electric-field-free reference frame. Due to the lack of knowledge about the366

electric field strength it usually cannot be calculated properly at comet 67P. We get the367

required gyration speed u⊥ directly from our fitted rings. The mass m and charge q are368

assumed to be 18 amu and 1.6× 10−19 C (singly charged water ions). For the magnetic369

field we use the z-component of the locally measured magnetic field in the projected co-370

ordinate system. The average gyroradius for all good fits is 340 km. High energy scans371

have on average a larger gyroradius (364 km) than low energy scans (306 km). We there-372

fore expect the interaction region in which the rings are formed to be somewhat larger373

for the case of high energy scans. These values are much smaller than the expected gy-374

roradii in the undisturbed solar wind (approx. 10 000 km). At the same time, they are375

much larger than the distance between the spacecraft and the nucleus (35 km). The ob-376

served ions, especially those with higher energies that have completed more than a quar-377

ter of a gyration, must therefore originate from an area further away from the nucleus378

than the Rosetta spacecraft.379

Apart from some large fluctuations in the beginning of the day, the variation in the380

magnitude of all three fitted velocities are rather small (see Figure 3). Some differences381

in the mean values of the individual distributions of high and low energy scans are found.382

No significant differences in the standard deviations of the distributions between the high383

energy scans and the low energy scans are found. The uncertainties in the measured en-384
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ergy due to the limited energy resolution of the instrument and the derived velocity es-385

timate may contribute to this spread in the fitted velocities. The energy bin width of386

ICA increases with higher energies, potentially increasing the spread of the distribution387

when higher energies are measured. As we see no such increase from low to high energy388

range scans in the results, the main contributing factors to the spread are uncertainties389

from the fitting procedure and the actual variations in the ion distribution over time.390

Occurrence of the latter is supported by the observations e. g. around 03:00 and between391

07:00 - 08:00 where the estimates of ubulk,drift and u⊥ increase/decrease consistently over392

several successful fits. Visual inspection of the observed and projected distribution func-393

tions (Figures 1 and 2, but for the entire observation period) revealed that there are changes394

in the velocity distribution function on the timescales of individual scans. This includes395

both changes in the shape of the distribution, as well as changes in the direction of the396

drift velocity. These changes are not exclusively due to a change in the magnetic field397

direction because they also appear in the projected velocity distributions. We think that398

these variations are actual changes in the ion distributions and the entire plasma envi-399

ronment over time.400

The parallel velocity component ubulk, may be the result of an acceleration along401

the magnetic field. It may also result from an initial acceleration perpendicular to the402

magnetic field followed by a change of the magnetic field direction. Such a change of di-403

rection is expected around the nucleus due to field line draping. The direction of ubulk,404

gives us an estimate of the upstream magnetic field direction on a spatial scale of the405

gyroradius. The estimate of
ubulk,

 is not well correlated with the |ubulk,drift| estimate.406

This indicates that the mechanisms responsible for acceleration in the gyration plane and407

perpendicular to it are not coupled. The ambipolar electric field, which is only strong408

close to the comet nucleus (Vigren & Eriksson, 2019), can provide such an acceleration409

mechanism. However, as our estimation method relies on the magnetic and electric fields410

being perpendicular, we cannot characterise the magnetic field-aligned component.411

For a larger statistical analysis of cometary pickup ion populations PCA may pro-412

vide a more efficient way to detect the occurrence of partial ring distributions. A suf-413

ficient variance of the individual principal components seems to be a requirement for suc-414

cessful ring fitting. An automated pre-selection based on this criterium will make the415

assessment of large datasets more feasible than visual inspection alone. Furthermore the416

last principal component estimate can directly be used as an estimate for the parallel417

flow direction. This may speed up the fitting procedure, and can also be used to directly418

calculate the projections for visualisation purposes.419

5.2 Electric fields420

The local electric field at the comet is important in many ways. It accelerates the421

newborn ions. Without electric fields, the ions can only change their direction through422

gyration, not their energy. The gyroradius of newborn ions can only be calculated if we423

know the electric field in their rest frame. The change between the upstream solar wind424

electric field and the local cometary electric field shows how shielded the cometary plasma425

cloud is from the solar wind electric field. In general, wave electric fields can also pro-426

vide energy to the ions through wave-particle interaction. This mechanism usually hap-427

pens at frequencies larger than the available time resolution of the ion measurements and428

can therefore not be assessed with the results presented here.429

The anti-sunward component almost always dominates the electric field estimates.430

This component is larger for the high energy range scans. We identified two possible ex-431

planations:432

1. The overall electric field strength at the comet is larger for the high energy range433

scans.434
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2. The high energy range scans include ions from a larger area around the comet with435

higher electric fields.436

Because the spatial scales for the low energy case are smaller (see gyroradius calculation437

above) and the distance between spacecraft and nucleus is the same throughout all ob-438

servations, the high energy scans also sample an area that is slightly further away from439

the comet nucleus compared to the low energy scans. If the second scenario is correct,440

this would imply an increase of the anti-sunward electric field further away from the nu-441

cleus. It also indicates that the fields are not completely homogeneous over the spatial442

scales affecting the observed ions. Goetz et al. (2017) provide an estimate for the homo-443

geneity of the magnetic field with respect to cometocentric distance at low outgassing444

rates. For the solar wind parameters and comet outgassing rates seen in this study, their445

model predicts a quite stable magnetic field strength from the nucleus up to a distance446

of approximately 300 km. Further away the magnetic field drops quickly to the magnetic447

field strength of the undisturbed solar wind. These results indicate that the constant mag-448

netic field assumption is true for about one gyroradius. Variations in the electric field449

estimate are unlikely to be caused by the magnetic field profile.450

We can compare our results to other published electric field estimates for comet451

67P at low activity levels. Nilsson et al. (2018) derive an electric field estimate for the452

entire Rosetta mission. Their estimate was based on a simple analytical model for a cylin-453

drical comet plasma cloud and assumptions about the solar wind electric field. The pickup454

ion gyroradius was assumed to be much larger than the spatial scale of the cometary plasma.455

The results show large variabilities over time. For the time period in this study, the mag-456

nitude of the electric field estimate is between 0.1mV/m and 0.8mV/m. The direction457

deviates from the anti-sunward direction by 10◦ to 60◦. Now, for the first time, we have458

estimates of the electric field directly derived from observations. Our results fall within459

the same range as the model based estimate, with a strong bias towards lower electric460

field strengths.461

Gunell and Goetz (2023) used particle-in-cell modelling to determine the electric462

fields around the nucleus, and compared with an analytical electric-field model similar463

to the one in Nilsson et al. (2018). For computational reasons, the nucleus and the en-464

tire plasma environment were scaled down by a factor of 200. The fields presented are465

therefore much larger (up to 1V/m) compared to reality and can only be compared to466

our results in direction, not strength. Very close to the nucleus the electric field has a467

strong anti-sunward component. This is partially retained in the downstream region. How-468

ever, the convective electric field of the solar wind is the dominant component at 40 km469

and further away from the nucleus (scaled back to a “real” comet). The heliocentric dis-470

tance of the comet in their paper is 3AU, which is larger than in our case. This may ex-471

plain some of the discrepancies, as the plasma cloud of cometary ions should be larger472

in our case. In addition to this, the particle-in-cell model uses heavy electrons (m/me =473

20). This further disturbs the spatial scales of the plasma cloud.474

In our case the gyroradius is small enough so we can observe a partial gyration of475

the cometary ions. The estimated drift velocity is perpendicular to the electric field, and476

the ions are partially magnetised. The resulting electric field is mostly anti-sunward. The477

same result was also found in previous publications, but in a very different scenario: it478

was inferred by the motion of the energetic pickup ions, which were travelling anti-sunward479

according to their calculated bulk velocity moments. This only provides an approximate480

estimate of the direction of the electric field in the case of very large gyroradii, where481

all observed energetic pickup ions are accelerated along the electric field. In this scenario,482

a gyration is not seen in the velocity distribution. If there is a substantial energy-angle483

dispersion, as in our case, the moment calculations may give inaccurate results. Only484

in the case of full rings can the bulk drift from moment calculations be used to properly485

estimate the drift velocity of the distribution.486
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6 Summary and Conclusions487

In alignment with previous observations at Giotto (Coates et al., 1989), we find a488

clear partial ring-shaped distribution of cometary pickup ions in Rosetta data recorded489

at comet 67P. Our observations are made at low cometary activity. The plasma envi-490

ronment is much smaller than at 1P/Halley. Instead of fully developed ring distributions491

we observe newborn cometary ions on the first half of their gyration. These partial rings492

in velocity space are characterised by their gyration speed u⊥, their bulk drift velocity493

in the gyration plane ubulk,drift, and the bulk velocity perpendicular to the gyration plane494

ubulk,. The results describe average properties of the plasma environment that are ap-495

plicable in a region between the solar wind-dominated environment far upstream of the496

comet, and the plasma environment in the direct vicinity of the nucleus. The clear ring497

distributions indicate that the fields affecting the cometary pickup ions are sufficiently498

homogeneous over this spatial scale. After dividing the observations in two groups based499

on the occurrence of ions with energies > 200 eV (high and low energy range observa-500

tions), we find that the mean of u⊥ and ubulk,drift increase for the high energy observa-501

tions, while that of ubulk, does not. This indicates that the additional energy is only502

distributed in the gyration plane, not in the component along the magnetic field.503

Based on the gyroradii estimates (average: 340 km), we expect this region to be a504

few hundreds of km in size. There is a large discrepancy between the expected gyrora-505

dius of water-group pickup ion in the undisturbed solar wind (≈ 10 000 km) and the value506

found here. The comet plasma cloud partially shields the inner part of the coma from507

the solar electric field. This lower electric field strength, in combination with the increased508

magnetic field due to pile-up closer to the nucleus, results in much smaller ion gyroradii.509

We furthermore estimate the electric field at the comet based on this homogeneous-510

field assumption. The resulting electric field is mostly directed anti-sunward. The av-511

erage strength is 0.21mV/m, and increases from 0.16mV/m to 0.24mV/m when split-512

ting the observations in a low and high energy range. The anti-sunward component (−Ex)513

increases for the high energy observations, while the perpendicular component (Ey) re-514

mains the same. The larger gyroradii associated with the high energy observations could515

indicate that the homogeneous-field assumption breaks down for the ions born furthest516

away from the observation point. In this scenario, the electric field is still directed anti-517

sunward further away from the nucleus, but less shielded by the cometary plasma cloud.518

The strength is therefore higher.519

Another estimate for the average electric field direction is available from the so-520

lar wind proton distributions (see Moeslinger et al., 2023). Because of the larger veloc-521

ities and therefore larger gyroradii, these estimates are representative of an even larger522

spatial scale in the upstream region of the nucleus. The fields close to the nucleus are523

not expected to have a significant impact on this estimate. The direction of this elec-524

tric field is roughly perpendicular to the anti-sunward field close to the nucleus presented525

here (not shown). This is in agreement with the expected convective electric field of the526

upstream solar wind in the comet reference frame. The effects of the transition region527

between these two fields should be analysed more carefully, e. g. using simulations, in528

a future study. Furthermore, we mainly used the shape of the velocity distribution to529

estimate the electric fields in this paper. Nilsson et al. (2018) also provided another way530

to estimate the electric field strength by relating the measured flux of particles with their531

energy as a proxy for their origin. Using the results of this paper, we can also backtrace532

the observed particles to the approximate location of where they were ionised. Combin-533

ing both approaches in a future study would help to refine the electric field measurements,534

and refine the validity of the homogeneous-field assumption.535
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Figure A1. Scatter plot of the fitted drift velocity ubulk,drift, projected into the same carte-

sian coordinate system as Figures 2 and 4. In this coordinate system, the z-component is always

0.

Appendix A Direction of ubulk,drift536

Figure A1 shows the direction of the fitted drift velocity ubulk,drift of all success-537

ful fits. The individual scans are projected into the cartesian coordinate system as de-538

scribed in Section 3.2. The average velocity is [−3.2, 11.3, 0] km/s for good fits, so the539

dominant component is along the y-axis. In agreement with the electric field estimates540

(Figure 4), the average value of the y-component increases for the high energy scans, com-541

pared to the low energy scans. There is no significant difference found in the x-component542

of the same data.543

Appendix B Data Availability Statement544

The data used in this study is available through the ESA Planetary Science Archive545

(ESA PSA) and NASA Planetary Data System (NASA PDS). For RPC-ICA, the mass-546

separated dataset (Nilsson, 2021) was used. Magnetic field data (RPC-MAG) was ob-547
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tained from Richter et al. (2019). Data analysis was done using NumPy version 1.20.2548

(Harris et al., 2020). Figures were made using Matplotlib (Caswell et al., 2021; Hunter,549

2007) and Colorspacious (Smith, 2015).550
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Key Points:7

• Rosetta observations show partial ring distributions of cometary ions at comet 67P.8

• From the velocity distributions the plasma bulk velocity and gyration speed are9

determined.10

• We estimate the electric field from the bulk velocity and find a mostly anti-sunward11

field of 0.21mV/m.12
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Abstract13

No spacecraft visiting a comet has been equipped with instruments to directly mea-14

sure the static electric field. However, the electric field can occasionally be estimated in-15

directly by observing its effects on the ion velocity distribution. We present such obser-16

vations made by the Rosetta spacecraft on 19th of April 2016 when comet 67P was at17

a low outgassing rate and the plasma environment was relatively homogeneous. The ion18

velocity distributions show the cometary ions on the first half of their gyration. We es-19

timate the bulk drift velocity and the gyration speed from the distributions. By using20

the local measured magnetic field and assuming an E × B drift of the gyrocentre, we21

get an estimate for the average electric field driving this ion motion. We analyse a pe-22

riod of 13 h, during which the plasma environment does not change drastically. We find23

that the average strength of the electric field is 0.21mV/m. The direction of the elec-24

tric field is mostly anti-sunward. This is in agreement with previous results based on dif-25

ferent methods.26

Plain Language Summary27

Measuring the static electric field in space plasmas is difficult. Most spacecraft do28

not have dedicated instruments for it, and the Rosetta mission to comet 67P is no ex-29

ception. But the electric field is one of the main governing factors behind for the mo-30

tion of newly born cometary ions. In this study, we use measurements of the cometary31

ions to estimate the average electric field close to the nucleus. The observations are made32

on the 19th of April 2016 by the Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA), which measures the33

energy and travel direction of the different plasma species. The specific shape of the ob-34

served velocity distribution of cometary ions – a partial ring – indicates that the fields35

accelerating the observed cometary ions are relatively homogeneous. The spatial scale36

this applies to is approximately one gyroradius, which we estimated to be around 340 km.37

The resulting electric field is 0.21mV/m, which is significantly smaller than the expected38

field in the upstream solar wind, far away from the nucleus.39

1 Introduction40

The atmospheres of comets are produced by the sublimation of ice near the nucleus’41

surface. During this sublimation, the ice (primarily water and CO2) also lifts off dust42

from the nucleus surface. Cometary dust is usually comprised of organic and rocky ma-43

terial (Filacchione et al., 2019). The intensity of this process is quantified as the outgassing44

or production rate. It is modulated by the strength of the solar irradiation at the comet’s45

position, and depends on the size and composition of the comet itself. The outgassing46

rate therefore varies along the comet’s elliptical trajectory, and even more so between47

different comets. Due to the low mass of the comet nucleus (in comparison to e. g. plan-48

ets) the atmosphere is gravitationally unbound and expands freely into space (Bieler et49

al., 2015). Some of the molecules in this atmosphere become ionised by EUV flux or electron-50

impact-ionisation and form a plasma cloud of newborn cometary ions (Galand et al., 2016).51

The newborn ions are accelerated by the electromagnetic fields around the nucleus. These52

fields are the result of the interaction between the solar wind and the cometary plasma53

cloud (Nilsson et al., 2021).54

In the comet reference frame the solar wind travels with a speed of around 400 km/s55

in the anti-sunward direction. In combination with the frozen-in magnetic field this cre-56

ates a convective electric field at the comet. Newborn ions are accelerated in direction57

of the electric field in a process often referred to as ion pick-up. The accelerated ions are58

called pick-up ions. They gyrate due to the magnetic field and gain energy due to the59

electric field. The relative size of the plasma environment can be characterised by com-60

paring it to the gyroradius of the ions. If the plasma environment is much larger than61
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the ion gyroradius, fluid dynamics is appropriate to describe the main physical processes,62

as in the example of comet 1P/Halley. Once the plasma environment is of a similar spa-63

tial scale as the ion gyroradius, kinetic effects have to be taken into account. This is the64

case for comet 67P, especially at a low outgassing rate far away from the Sun (Goetz et65

al., 2022).66

Under typical solar wind conditions, the gyroradius of cometary water ions is on67

the order of ten thousand kilometres. If the spatial scale of the plasma interaction re-68

gion between the solar wind and the comet is much larger than this gyroradius, the pick-69

up ions form ring distributions in velocity space. Such distributions were observed dur-70

ing the fly-by of the Giotto spacecraft at comet 1P/Halley (Reinhard, 1987). By pitch-71

angle scattering these rings can evolve into shell distributions. The gyrocentre of the dis-72

tributions is the solar wind velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field (Coates73

et al., 1989). The ring and shell distributions were observed essentially everywhere in74

the coma of 1P/Halley, from 5 million kilometres away from the nucleus to the the bow75

shock (Neugebauer et al., 1989). Additionally, enhancements in the power spectra of the76

magnetic field at the water ion cyclotron frequency were observed (K. Glassmeier et al.,77

1987). This is the same frequency the water ions gyrate with when forming ring and shell78

distributions.79

A very different situation is present at comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (here-80

after: comet 67P), target of the Rosetta mission (K.-H. Glassmeier, Boehnhardt, et al.,81

2007). The outgassing rate of comet 67P is much lower than 1P/Halley, even at peri-82

helion. As a consequence, the spatial scales of the plasma environment are also much smaller.83

Because the Rosetta spacecraft was usually orbiting the comet at walking speed relatively84

close to the nucleus, the nature of the observations are very different compared to Giotto85

observations. The observations in the terminator plane probe the plasma environment86

of the newborn cometary pickup ions. The evolution to full ring and shell distributions87

is expected to happen much further downstream, in the tail of comet 67P (Williamson88

et al., 2022).89

Estimating the gyroradius close to the nucleus is difficult, as it requires knowledge90

about the electric field. Previously, estimations of the electric field direction were based91

on the assumption that the ions are unmagnetised, and are therefore accelerated and flow-92

ing along the electric field (Nilsson et al., 2018). This method only gives the direction93

of the field, not it’s strength. If the ion gyroradii are very large, the assumption of un-94

magnetised ions holds. The ions are observed as uni-directional. Rosetta has no dedi-95

cated instruments that are capable of measuring the static electric field with sufficient96

accuracy. However, the velocity distribution of cometary pick-up ions gives us informa-97

tion about the plasma environment close to the nucleus. If we observe the beginning of98

a gyration in the velocity distribution of cometary ions we can characterise the electric99

field and gyroradius close to the nucleus. In this paper, we present observations of par-100

tial ring distributions in the cometary pick-up ion data, and show how they relate to the101

electric fields around the comet.102

2 Instrument Description103

To derive the ion velocity distributions of the cometary plasma environment, we104

use data from the Ion Composition Analyzer (ICA), part of the Rosetta Plasma Con-105

sortium (RPC; Carr et al., 2007). In addition to that, we use magnetic field measure-106

ments from the magnetometer MAG, also part of the RPC instrument package. Both107

instruments are described below. More information about RPC can be found in the RPC108

User Guide (Beth et al., 2019).109
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2.1 Ion Composition Analyzer110

ICA was designed to measure the velocity distributions of the major positive ion111

species around comet 67P (Nilsson et al., 2007). The mass resolution of the instrument112

allows us to distinguish between protons (H+), alpha particles (He2+), He+, and heav-113

ier ions, such as H2O
+ and CO+

2 . The energy range covers low energy ions at a few eV/q114

up to energies of 40 keV/q. There are 96 energy bins in total, which are logarithmically115

spaced.116

The nominal instrument field-of-view is 360◦ × 90◦ (azimuth × elevation). This117

angular field-of-view is subdivided in 16 azimuth and 16 elevation angles. An individ-118

ual pixel in this 16×16 grid has therefore a nominal size of 22.5◦×5.625◦. All 16 az-119

imuth directions are measured simultaneously. The different elevations are measured in120

sequence. The full energy range is measured for each elevation. A full measurement cy-121

cle covering all elevations and energies, also referred to as “scan”, takes 192 s. Due to122

the limited resolution of the instrument’s high voltage supply the elevation angles at low123

energies (up to approximately 100 eV/q) depend on the measured energy. This results124

in a changing pixel boresight at different energies. To compensate for this effect, we re-125

sample the elevation angles of each azimuth sector into 17 equally-spaced angles that cover126

the nominal 90◦ elevation. Parts of the ICA field-of-view are obstructed by the space-127

craft and solar array, but this is not expected to affect the results shown here. In this128

study we use the L4-PHYSMASS dataset, which contains differential flux for H+, He2+,129

and heavier ions.130

2.2 Magnetometer131

The magnetometer MAG consists of two triaxial fluxgate magnetometers that are132

mounted on a spacecraft boom. The measurement range is ±16 384 nT in each direction,133

with a resolution of 20 bit (31 pT). The vectors are sampled with a frequency of 20Hz134

(K.-H. Glassmeier, Richter, et al., 2007). For the purpose of this study, we average the135

magnetic field data over the duration of one ICA scan, which eliminates high-frequency136

disturbances. There is a remaining unknown offset in the data due to temperature drifts137

of the instrument. This offset is of the order of a few nT for each axis, and can affect138

the magnitude and direction estimate of the magnetic field. With a typical measured mag-139

netic field strength of 20 nT the error is expected to be below 15◦ for the time period140

considered in this study.141

3 Methods142

The starting point for our analysis is the velocity distribution of cometary pickup143

ions. To quantify and interpret them we apply a ring fitting procedure to the observed144

energetic cometary ion population. The resulting fitted velocities are projected into a145

coordinate system that is decoupled from changes in the plasma environment (e. g. a change146

in magnetic field direction) for better comparison between the individual scans. From147

the fitted velocities we can derive an estimate for the average electric field.148

3.1 Ring Fitting149

As we will show in section 4, there is an energy-angle dispersion in the distribu-150

tion of cometary ions. We use a ring fitting procedure to estimate the bulk flow prop-151

erties of the energetic cometary plasma. This procedure is presented in Moeslinger et152

al. (2023), but in this study we apply it to the dataset of cometary pickup ions. We will153

outline the main algorithm and its limitations below.154

In a first step, we estimate the plane that contains the data. This plane corresponds155

to the gyration plane of the particles, which is perpendicular to the estimated magnetic156
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field direction. From this step we get the parallel (to the magnetic field) bulk flow ve-157

locity ubulk,. Normalising this vector gives the unit vector rbulk,, which is the plane158

normal. In the second step we fit a sphere to the data, with the constraint that the cen-159

tre of the sphere must lie on the plane determined in the first step. The intersection of160

both results gives a circle with a radius that corresponds to the gyration velocity u⊥.161

The offset between the fitted centre of the sphere and ubulk, is the drift velocity of the162

bulk plasma ubulk,drift. In both steps we use a weighted non-linear least squares fitting163

algorithm. More information can be found in Moeslinger et al. (2023). The fitting is done164

individually for each ICA scan. The velocity vectors used for fitting are the median en-165

ergy vectors of the cometary ions for each azimuth/elevation pixel. As we are interested166

in the pickup ion population, the energy bins below 40 eV are excluded from the anal-167

ysis. These low energy ions typically belong to a different ion population with a differ-168

ent flow direction (see Berčič et al., 2018; Nilsson et al., 2020). We also discard pixels169

with zero flux. The median energy is defined as the energy bin where the flux integrated170

in energy from 40 eV up to this bin exceeds 50% of the total flux of the pixel. This me-171

dian energy is converted to velocity vectors assuming a water ion plasma. The logarithm172

of the total flux for each vector is used as a weight parameter for the fitting procedure.173

3.2 Projections174

The fitted velocity parameters obtained by the the algorithm in Section 3.1 are in175

ICA instrument coordinates. Due to the low spacecraft velocity with respect to the comet176

(of the order of a few m/s) this is essentially the rest frame of the comet nucleus. How-177

ever, the alignment of the instrument coordinate system is arbitrary with respect to the178

plasma flow. Therefore, we define a new coordinate system, which is determined indi-179

vidually for each scan. In this system:180

1. The z-axis is aligned with the direction of ubulk,. This reduces the gyration to181

the x-y plane. To ensure a consistent gyration direction for all scans, the sign is182

determined by the local magnetic field (i. e., ẑ ·B > 0).183

2. The x-axis is the sunward direction, projected onto the gyration plane.184

3. The y-axis completes the right-handed system.185

This coordinate system decouples the observed ion distribution from changes in the plasma186

environment, such as the magnetic field direction. The resulting fitted velocities can be187

compared in both magnitude and direction over longer timescales. It also allows for an188

easier analysis of the velocity distributions and the accuracy of the fitting procedure. For189

this purpose, we project the measured data into a cartesian velocity grid, converting them190

to velocity vectors assuming a mass per charge of 18 amu/q (single charged water ions)191

as above. In this reference frame, the x-y projection contains the velocity distribution192

information that shows the gyration pattern of the ions.193

3.3 Electric Field194

The drift velocity in the gyration plane determined from the ring fits, ubulk,drift,195

is the result of electric fields around the comet. If we assume that the electric and mag-196

netic fields are homogeneous over the relevant spatial scales, the drift velocity is given197

by:198

ubulk,drift =
E×B

B2
⇒ E = −ubulk,drift ×B (1)

To fully utilise the information obtained by the ring fitting procedure, we only use the199

z-component of the measured local magnetic field vector. This is the component along200

the estimated parallel bulk flow of the cometary plasma, and the estimated electric field201

is confined to the gyration plane.202
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Figure 1. Dual colourmap plots of the cometary ions (top panel) and the solar wind protons

(bottom panel). The background shows one ICA scan, taken at 06:38:24. No particle flux was de-

tected for the black pixels. The white areas are not covered by the ICA field-of-view. The dots in

both panels show the result of the ring fitting procedure for each species. For more information

see text..

4 Results203

We present results from a case study using data from April 19th, 2016, when comet204

67P was at a heliocentric distance of 2.8AU. Only the time period between 00:00 - 13:00205

is included. This is the same time period as analysed in Moeslinger et al. (2023). The206

rest of the day exhibits strong fluctuations in the magnetic field as well as spacecraft ma-207

noeuvres and is therefore not suitable for studying partial ring distributions.208

4.1 Velocity Distributions of Cometary Ions209

Any distribution with a large angular spread may partially fall outside the field-210

of-view of the instrument. To monitor these limitations, we assess the measured veloc-211

ity distributions directly in instrument coordinates, as shown in Figure 1. The upper panel212

shows the cometary ions with energies above 40 eV. Protons are shown in the lower panel.213

The plots visualise the median energy as the hue of each pixel, and the differential flux,214

integrated over the entire energy range considered, as its intensity. More information on215

this visualisation method and a discussion of the solar wind protons can be found in Moeslinger216

et al. (2023).217
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Figure 2. Projected velocity distributions of the cometary ions. The data is the same as

shown in Figure 1, but converted to velocity and projected into a cartesian coordinate system.

The colourbar shows the velocity distribution function (VDF) of each bin. The z-axis is aligned

with the estimated parallel direction (ubulk,) and oriented almost parallel to the local measured

magnetic field. The x-axis is the component of the sunward direction perpendicular to the z-axis,

and the y-axis completes the right-handed system.

Figure 1 shows a typical example of the distributions of cometary and solar wind218

ions during one ICA scan. ICA does not cover elevations exceeding ±45◦ (white areas).219

The energy-angle dispersion is clearly visible in both populations. In case of the cometary220

ions, the highest observed median energies are around 150 eV. The results of the ring221

fitting procedure are indicated by the dots, colour-coded with the respective energy colour222

scale. The estimated normal vector of the gyration plane is indicated by the green (cometary223

ions) and light blue (protons) cross. The dark blue marker shows the magnetic field di-224

rection. Both normal vector estimates are within 15◦ of the local magnetic field mea-225

surement. The fitted velocities for the cometary ions are ubulk,drift = 9.1 km/s, u⊥ =226

29.4 km/s, and ubulk, = 9.1 km/s.227

A different perspective of the same data is given in Figure 2. The measurements228

of each pixel were converted to velocities in a cartesian coordinate system, as described229

in Section 3. The three panels show the projections on the x-y, y-z, and x-z plane. The230

data is integrated over the third dimension. In panel a) the fitted ring and its centre,231

the estimated bulk drift velocity, are indicated. The fitted ring is a good approximation232

of the measured data. The lowest velocities in the gyration plane are about 20 km/s, which233

corresponds to the lower energy threshold at 40 eV. These low velocities are found in the234

direction opposite of the drift velocity. The maximum velocities are at around 40 km/s.235

These ions have completed a little less than half a gyration compared to the lowest en-236

ergy ions. As there is no complete ring distribution, all observed ions are expected to237

be on their first gyration. The “side views” of the data, shown in panels b) and c), are238

quite flat and only spread horizontally. This indicates that the data is indeed mostly dis-239

tributed on a plane, and the rbulk, estimate is a good estimator of the plane. The par-240

allel velocity component varies a few km/s around the fitted value of 9.1 km/s.241

The data analysis shown in Figures 1 and 2 was done for a 13 h time period, from242

00:00 - 13:00 on April 19th, 2016. There are a total of 225 ICA scans available during243

this period. A preliminary inspection of the cometary ion data as shown in Figure 1 (with-244

out the ring fitting) showed that 169 of these 225 scans are suited for a ring fitting al-245

gorithm. The scans excluded in this step either have too little data (e. g. only a few pix-246

els contain any flux), or there is no clear energy-angle dispersion visible. The ring fit-247
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Figure 3. Resulting fitted velocities for 2016-04-19, from 00:00 – 13:00. Top row: timeseries of

the three fitted velocities for cometary ions. Only the 99 good fits are included. No ICA data is

available for the time indicated by the grey areas. Bottom row: histograms of the distribution of

the fitted velocities for the same data as the top row. The left panel shows the bulk drift velocity.

The middle panel shows the fitted gyration velocity u⊥. The right panel shows the parallel veloc-

ity. The grey histograms show the distribution of all good fits. The red and blue histograms show

the distributions of the good fits separated in scans with low and high energy range; see text for

more details. All histograms are normalised. The y-axes are corresponding densities (arbitrary

units). The text insets give the mean and standard deviation for each distribution.

ting algorithm yielded a successful fit in 99 of these 169 scans, based on visual inspec-248

tion. The criteria for a successful fit include good agreement between data and fit in both249

angular space as well as energy. To analyse why the success rate was not higher, we per-250

formed a principal component analysis (PCA) of the underlying data. We found that251

the fitting algorithm works better for larger PCA variances (data not shown). We in-252

terpret this as a requirement for sufficient spread of the data points to give stability to253

the fitting procedure. If the points are distributed mostly along a straight line in 3D space,254

the plane this line lies on is not well defined. Only if the line deviates significantly from255

a straight line, as in the case of a partial ring with sufficient angular extent, the plane256

is well-defined. In this case, both the first and the second PCA component variance are257

sufficiently large. In the case of good fits, the third PCA vector aligned very well with258

the corresponding parallel vector estimate from the ring fitting procedure.259

A timeseries of the resulting velocities can be seen in figure 3, top panel. The plot260

only includes good fits. The dominating velocity is the gyration speed u⊥, with an av-261
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erage of 30.1 km/s. The magnitude of the bulk drift velocity is about half of the gyra-262

tion speed. The average is 13.2 km/s. ubulk,drift and u⊥ are correlated. The parallel bulk263

velocity is usually the smallest of the three (average: 9.9 km/s), and does not correlate264

with the other two.265

The statistical distribution of the three fitted velocity components can be seen in266

the bottom row of Figure 3. The grey histograms show the normalised distribution of267

all good fits for each velocity component. The distributions of ubulk,drift and u⊥ are roughly268

gaussian-shaped, with slightly elongated tails towards higher velocities. The standard269

deviations of the distributions are very similar, with 6.7 km/s and 7.5 km/s for ubulk,drift270

and u⊥, respectively. The distribution of ubulk, does not have a high velocity tail. In-271

stead, there is a slight increase for very low velocities. This is because the fitting pro-272

cedure effectively gives the absolute value of the parallel component. Any negative val-273

ues in a fixed frame (e. g. B-field aligned) are mapped onto their positive counterparts,274

creating this artificial peak at velocities close to zero.275

Inspecting all individual gyration patterns (as shown in Figure 2) we noticed a change276

when the maximum energy observed is higher. Therefore, we divided the good fits into277

two categories: “high energy” and “low energy” scans. The “high energy” scans contain278

pixels where the median energy exceeds 200 eV. This is the case for 58 out of the 99 good279

fits, for the remaining 41 scans the median energy of every pixel is below 200 eV. Both280

ubulk,drift and u⊥ have the distribution shifted towards higher velocities for the high en-281

ergy scans, compared to the low energy scans. The distribution of u on the other hand282

appears almost identical for both cases.283

4.2 Electric Fields284

We can use the fitted drift velocity of the plasma bulk flow to get an estimate of285

the average electric field. The magnetic field used to calculate the electric field (accord-286

ing to Equation 1) is the rbulk,-aligned component of the average measured magnetic287

field for each scan. The results are projected into the same coordinate system used for288

Figure 2. This way, we can compare the scans in a statistical manner.289

Figure 4 shows the electric field estimates of all good fits, split up into high energy290

and low energy scans. The plot shows the x-y plane, which contains all necessary infor-291

mation. As the magnetic field is exclusively along the z-axis in this frame the z-component292

of the electric field is zero. The electric field is dominated by an anti-sunward compo-293

nent for all scans. It ranges from −0.05mV/m to −0.35mV/m along Ex. The mean is294

−0.2mV/m. The high energy scans show a larger Ex component, with a mean of −0.23mV/m,295

compared to the low energy scans (mean: −0.15mV/m). No such dependence on the en-296

ergy range can be identified in the Ey component. It ranges from 0.05mV/m to −0.25mV/m,297

with a mean of −0.06mV/m. The distributions along Ex and Ey are also shown by the298

histograms on top and left of the main figure. The similarity of the high and low energy299

distributions for the Ey component is evident. A tendency towards stronger anti-sunward300

fields for high energy scans can also be identified in the Ex-histogram.301

The inset on the upper left corner shows the distribution of the magnetic field strength302

used for calculating the electric field. Overall, the distributions for the high and low en-303

ergy cases are very similar. There is no favour towards higher magnetic fields for the high304

energy cases that could influence the results of the electric field estimate. The second305

inset shows the magnitude of the E-field estimate. There is a tendency for higher elec-306

tric field strengths for the high energy scans as well, but it is not as pronounced as for307

Ex.308

A timeseries of the same dataset as in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. Until 03:00309

the E-field estimates vary significantly, both between individual scans and over time. Af-310

ter 03:00 the variability over time becomes less. There is another clearly noticeable peak311
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Figure 4. Distribution of the electric field estimates. Only the good fits, split up between

high and low energy range scans, are included. The results are projected into the same cartesian

coordinate system as used in Figure 2. The magnetic field used for the calculation of the E-field

estimate is the z-component of the measured magnetic field (in this cartesian coordinate system).

The inset in the upper left corner shows a histogram of the magnitude of the magnetic field. In

the lower left corner another inset shows the distribution of the E-field along the z-axis. The text

gives the statistical properties of the individual distributions (all values in mV/m). For more

information see text.
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Figure 5. Timeseries of the estimated electric field. The coordinate system for the individual

components is the same as used for Figures 2 and 4 (i. e., Ex is sunward in the gyration plane).

The Ex and Ey components as well as the magnitude are displayed. The Ez-component is zero

for all scans and therefore not shown. Different markers indicate whether the estimate belongs to

a high (circle) or a low (cross) energy scan.

around 06:00. An anti-sunward electric field component (negative Ex) dominates the to-312

tal electric field in almost all cases. The occurrence of high or low energy scans does not313

show consistent patterns over time. During some periods there are several consecutive314

scans of the same type, for example around 06:00, and between 07:00-08:00. After 09:00315

on the other hand, the high and low energy scans alternate almost every successful fit.316

5 Discussion317

As shown in Figure 1 there is a clear energy-angle dispersion visible in the cometary318

ions above 40 eV. Such partial ring distributions can only form in a plasma environment319

with sufficiently homogeneous electric and magnetic fields. Of the observed particles, the320

most energetic ones have completed almost half a gyration, so the ions cannot be regarded321

as unmagnetised. However, the spatial scale of the interaction region is not large enough322

for the formation of fully developed rings. If the fields were heterogenous there would323

be more randomness in the ion velocity distribution pattern and the partial rings would324

be smeared out. Occasionally, some energetic ions with energies far above 200 eV occur325

outside of the partial ring pattern (not shown). We believe that these are born outside326

the homogeneous interaction region, possibly in a region that is more dominated by the327

solar wind given their high energies. These random high-energy ions usually interfere with328

the ring fitting procedure and are therefore excluded from the results.329

From the fitted rings we can deduce the bulk flow of the energetic cometary plasma330

(see Section 5.1). The obtained fitting parameters can also be used to infer other quan-331

tities of the plasma environment. With the gyration speed u⊥ we can estimate the gy-332

roradius of the particles. The drift velocity in the gyration plane ubulk,drift gives us an333
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estimate for the electric field strength and direction. This is discussed in further detail334

in Section 5.2.335

5.1 Velocity Distributions336

There are no significant changes in the spacecraft pointing with respect to the sun-337

ward and cometward directions during the considered time period. However, the same338

cannot be said for the plasma environment. Even if the fields are homogeneous, they can339

slowly change over time. This can easily be seen in the change of the locally measured340

magnetic field from scan to scan, but is equally applicable to the electric field. To quan-341

tify the changes in the plasma environment we analysed the variability of the magnetic342

field as well as the fitted r̂bulk,. For each scan with a good fit we looked at the angle343

between the direction and the average direction over the entire observation period. The344

angular variability relative to the measured magnetic field is on average 18◦, but even345

exceeds 30◦ in multiple cases. The variability relative to the mean in the direction of r̂bulk,346

are slightly less, with an average of 12.5◦ (good fits only). Deviations above 30◦ are pos-347

sible in this case as well. A static coordinate system is therefore not suitable. Instead348

we used the r̂bulk, estimate to calculate the projection as described in Section 3.2. In349

this coordinate system the bulk drift velocity and electric field estimates of the individ-350

ual scans can be systematically compared over the entire observation period.351

In the simplest theoretical case of ion pickup in a homogeneous plasma, for exam-352

ple in the undisturbed solar wind, the ratio between the gyration speed and the drift speed353

is 1. This is a direct consequence of the ions being introduced into the system with 0 ve-354

locity. The average speed is the drift speed as determined by the background electric field,355

but the maximum speed of the particle is twice that. In our case the ratio u⊥/ubulk,drift356

is 2.3 for all good fits, 2.1 for the high energy scans, and 2.6 for the low energy scans.357

Consequently, the minimum speed of the particles gyrating along the fitted rings never358

reaches 0. Drift velocities of approximately 13 km/s further indicate that the observed359

velocity distributions are not directly caused by ion pickup in the undisturbed solar wind360

electric field. For this case, drift velocities of the order of 400 km/s are expected. We rather361

see pick-up in a region that is mostly shielded from the solar wind electric field and con-362

sequently has a lower drift speed.363

An estimate for the spatial scales of the interaction region that forms the observed364

partial rings is the gyroradius of the cometary ions: rg = mu⊥
qB . The gyroradius is de-365

fined in the electric-field-free reference frame. Due to the lack of knowledge about the366

electric field strength it usually cannot be calculated properly at comet 67P. We get the367

required gyration speed u⊥ directly from our fitted rings. The mass m and charge q are368

assumed to be 18 amu and 1.6× 10−19 C (singly charged water ions). For the magnetic369

field we use the z-component of the locally measured magnetic field in the projected co-370

ordinate system. The average gyroradius for all good fits is 340 km. High energy scans371

have on average a larger gyroradius (364 km) than low energy scans (306 km). We there-372

fore expect the interaction region in which the rings are formed to be somewhat larger373

for the case of high energy scans. These values are much smaller than the expected gy-374

roradii in the undisturbed solar wind (approx. 10 000 km). At the same time, they are375

much larger than the distance between the spacecraft and the nucleus (35 km). The ob-376

served ions, especially those with higher energies that have completed more than a quar-377

ter of a gyration, must therefore originate from an area further away from the nucleus378

than the Rosetta spacecraft.379

Apart from some large fluctuations in the beginning of the day, the variation in the380

magnitude of all three fitted velocities are rather small (see Figure 3). Some differences381

in the mean values of the individual distributions of high and low energy scans are found.382

No significant differences in the standard deviations of the distributions between the high383

energy scans and the low energy scans are found. The uncertainties in the measured en-384
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ergy due to the limited energy resolution of the instrument and the derived velocity es-385

timate may contribute to this spread in the fitted velocities. The energy bin width of386

ICA increases with higher energies, potentially increasing the spread of the distribution387

when higher energies are measured. As we see no such increase from low to high energy388

range scans in the results, the main contributing factors to the spread are uncertainties389

from the fitting procedure and the actual variations in the ion distribution over time.390

Occurrence of the latter is supported by the observations e. g. around 03:00 and between391

07:00 - 08:00 where the estimates of ubulk,drift and u⊥ increase/decrease consistently over392

several successful fits. Visual inspection of the observed and projected distribution func-393

tions (Figures 1 and 2, but for the entire observation period) revealed that there are changes394

in the velocity distribution function on the timescales of individual scans. This includes395

both changes in the shape of the distribution, as well as changes in the direction of the396

drift velocity. These changes are not exclusively due to a change in the magnetic field397

direction because they also appear in the projected velocity distributions. We think that398

these variations are actual changes in the ion distributions and the entire plasma envi-399

ronment over time.400

The parallel velocity component ubulk, may be the result of an acceleration along401

the magnetic field. It may also result from an initial acceleration perpendicular to the402

magnetic field followed by a change of the magnetic field direction. Such a change of di-403

rection is expected around the nucleus due to field line draping. The direction of ubulk,404

gives us an estimate of the upstream magnetic field direction on a spatial scale of the405

gyroradius. The estimate of
ubulk,

 is not well correlated with the |ubulk,drift| estimate.406

This indicates that the mechanisms responsible for acceleration in the gyration plane and407

perpendicular to it are not coupled. The ambipolar electric field, which is only strong408

close to the comet nucleus (Vigren & Eriksson, 2019), can provide such an acceleration409

mechanism. However, as our estimation method relies on the magnetic and electric fields410

being perpendicular, we cannot characterise the magnetic field-aligned component.411

For a larger statistical analysis of cometary pickup ion populations PCA may pro-412

vide a more efficient way to detect the occurrence of partial ring distributions. A suf-413

ficient variance of the individual principal components seems to be a requirement for suc-414

cessful ring fitting. An automated pre-selection based on this criterium will make the415

assessment of large datasets more feasible than visual inspection alone. Furthermore the416

last principal component estimate can directly be used as an estimate for the parallel417

flow direction. This may speed up the fitting procedure, and can also be used to directly418

calculate the projections for visualisation purposes.419

5.2 Electric fields420

The local electric field at the comet is important in many ways. It accelerates the421

newborn ions. Without electric fields, the ions can only change their direction through422

gyration, not their energy. The gyroradius of newborn ions can only be calculated if we423

know the electric field in their rest frame. The change between the upstream solar wind424

electric field and the local cometary electric field shows how shielded the cometary plasma425

cloud is from the solar wind electric field. In general, wave electric fields can also pro-426

vide energy to the ions through wave-particle interaction. This mechanism usually hap-427

pens at frequencies larger than the available time resolution of the ion measurements and428

can therefore not be assessed with the results presented here.429

The anti-sunward component almost always dominates the electric field estimates.430

This component is larger for the high energy range scans. We identified two possible ex-431

planations:432

1. The overall electric field strength at the comet is larger for the high energy range433

scans.434
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2. The high energy range scans include ions from a larger area around the comet with435

higher electric fields.436

Because the spatial scales for the low energy case are smaller (see gyroradius calculation437

above) and the distance between spacecraft and nucleus is the same throughout all ob-438

servations, the high energy scans also sample an area that is slightly further away from439

the comet nucleus compared to the low energy scans. If the second scenario is correct,440

this would imply an increase of the anti-sunward electric field further away from the nu-441

cleus. It also indicates that the fields are not completely homogeneous over the spatial442

scales affecting the observed ions. Goetz et al. (2017) provide an estimate for the homo-443

geneity of the magnetic field with respect to cometocentric distance at low outgassing444

rates. For the solar wind parameters and comet outgassing rates seen in this study, their445

model predicts a quite stable magnetic field strength from the nucleus up to a distance446

of approximately 300 km. Further away the magnetic field drops quickly to the magnetic447

field strength of the undisturbed solar wind. These results indicate that the constant mag-448

netic field assumption is true for about one gyroradius. Variations in the electric field449

estimate are unlikely to be caused by the magnetic field profile.450

We can compare our results to other published electric field estimates for comet451

67P at low activity levels. Nilsson et al. (2018) derive an electric field estimate for the452

entire Rosetta mission. Their estimate was based on a simple analytical model for a cylin-453

drical comet plasma cloud and assumptions about the solar wind electric field. The pickup454

ion gyroradius was assumed to be much larger than the spatial scale of the cometary plasma.455

The results show large variabilities over time. For the time period in this study, the mag-456

nitude of the electric field estimate is between 0.1mV/m and 0.8mV/m. The direction457

deviates from the anti-sunward direction by 10◦ to 60◦. Now, for the first time, we have458

estimates of the electric field directly derived from observations. Our results fall within459

the same range as the model based estimate, with a strong bias towards lower electric460

field strengths.461

Gunell and Goetz (2023) used particle-in-cell modelling to determine the electric462

fields around the nucleus, and compared with an analytical electric-field model similar463

to the one in Nilsson et al. (2018). For computational reasons, the nucleus and the en-464

tire plasma environment were scaled down by a factor of 200. The fields presented are465

therefore much larger (up to 1V/m) compared to reality and can only be compared to466

our results in direction, not strength. Very close to the nucleus the electric field has a467

strong anti-sunward component. This is partially retained in the downstream region. How-468

ever, the convective electric field of the solar wind is the dominant component at 40 km469

and further away from the nucleus (scaled back to a “real” comet). The heliocentric dis-470

tance of the comet in their paper is 3AU, which is larger than in our case. This may ex-471

plain some of the discrepancies, as the plasma cloud of cometary ions should be larger472

in our case. In addition to this, the particle-in-cell model uses heavy electrons (m/me =473

20). This further disturbs the spatial scales of the plasma cloud.474

In our case the gyroradius is small enough so we can observe a partial gyration of475

the cometary ions. The estimated drift velocity is perpendicular to the electric field, and476

the ions are partially magnetised. The resulting electric field is mostly anti-sunward. The477

same result was also found in previous publications, but in a very different scenario: it478

was inferred by the motion of the energetic pickup ions, which were travelling anti-sunward479

according to their calculated bulk velocity moments. This only provides an approximate480

estimate of the direction of the electric field in the case of very large gyroradii, where481

all observed energetic pickup ions are accelerated along the electric field. In this scenario,482

a gyration is not seen in the velocity distribution. If there is a substantial energy-angle483

dispersion, as in our case, the moment calculations may give inaccurate results. Only484

in the case of full rings can the bulk drift from moment calculations be used to properly485

estimate the drift velocity of the distribution.486
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6 Summary and Conclusions487

In alignment with previous observations at Giotto (Coates et al., 1989), we find a488

clear partial ring-shaped distribution of cometary pickup ions in Rosetta data recorded489

at comet 67P. Our observations are made at low cometary activity. The plasma envi-490

ronment is much smaller than at 1P/Halley. Instead of fully developed ring distributions491

we observe newborn cometary ions on the first half of their gyration. These partial rings492

in velocity space are characterised by their gyration speed u⊥, their bulk drift velocity493

in the gyration plane ubulk,drift, and the bulk velocity perpendicular to the gyration plane494

ubulk,. The results describe average properties of the plasma environment that are ap-495

plicable in a region between the solar wind-dominated environment far upstream of the496

comet, and the plasma environment in the direct vicinity of the nucleus. The clear ring497

distributions indicate that the fields affecting the cometary pickup ions are sufficiently498

homogeneous over this spatial scale. After dividing the observations in two groups based499

on the occurrence of ions with energies > 200 eV (high and low energy range observa-500

tions), we find that the mean of u⊥ and ubulk,drift increase for the high energy observa-501

tions, while that of ubulk, does not. This indicates that the additional energy is only502

distributed in the gyration plane, not in the component along the magnetic field.503

Based on the gyroradii estimates (average: 340 km), we expect this region to be a504

few hundreds of km in size. There is a large discrepancy between the expected gyrora-505

dius of water-group pickup ion in the undisturbed solar wind (≈ 10 000 km) and the value506

found here. The comet plasma cloud partially shields the inner part of the coma from507

the solar electric field. This lower electric field strength, in combination with the increased508

magnetic field due to pile-up closer to the nucleus, results in much smaller ion gyroradii.509

We furthermore estimate the electric field at the comet based on this homogeneous-510

field assumption. The resulting electric field is mostly directed anti-sunward. The av-511

erage strength is 0.21mV/m, and increases from 0.16mV/m to 0.24mV/m when split-512

ting the observations in a low and high energy range. The anti-sunward component (−Ex)513

increases for the high energy observations, while the perpendicular component (Ey) re-514

mains the same. The larger gyroradii associated with the high energy observations could515

indicate that the homogeneous-field assumption breaks down for the ions born furthest516

away from the observation point. In this scenario, the electric field is still directed anti-517

sunward further away from the nucleus, but less shielded by the cometary plasma cloud.518

The strength is therefore higher.519

Another estimate for the average electric field direction is available from the so-520

lar wind proton distributions (see Moeslinger et al., 2023). Because of the larger veloc-521

ities and therefore larger gyroradii, these estimates are representative of an even larger522

spatial scale in the upstream region of the nucleus. The fields close to the nucleus are523

not expected to have a significant impact on this estimate. The direction of this elec-524

tric field is roughly perpendicular to the anti-sunward field close to the nucleus presented525

here (not shown). This is in agreement with the expected convective electric field of the526

upstream solar wind in the comet reference frame. The effects of the transition region527

between these two fields should be analysed more carefully, e. g. using simulations, in528

a future study. Furthermore, we mainly used the shape of the velocity distribution to529

estimate the electric fields in this paper. Nilsson et al. (2018) also provided another way530

to estimate the electric field strength by relating the measured flux of particles with their531

energy as a proxy for their origin. Using the results of this paper, we can also backtrace532

the observed particles to the approximate location of where they were ionised. Combin-533

ing both approaches in a future study would help to refine the electric field measurements,534

and refine the validity of the homogeneous-field assumption.535
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Figure A1. Scatter plot of the fitted drift velocity ubulk,drift, projected into the same carte-

sian coordinate system as Figures 2 and 4. In this coordinate system, the z-component is always

0.

Appendix A Direction of ubulk,drift536

Figure A1 shows the direction of the fitted drift velocity ubulk,drift of all success-537

ful fits. The individual scans are projected into the cartesian coordinate system as de-538

scribed in Section 3.2. The average velocity is [−3.2, 11.3, 0] km/s for good fits, so the539

dominant component is along the y-axis. In agreement with the electric field estimates540

(Figure 4), the average value of the y-component increases for the high energy scans, com-541

pared to the low energy scans. There is no significant difference found in the x-component542

of the same data.543

Appendix B Data Availability Statement544

The data used in this study is available through the ESA Planetary Science Archive545

(ESA PSA) and NASA Planetary Data System (NASA PDS). For RPC-ICA, the mass-546

separated dataset (Nilsson, 2021) was used. Magnetic field data (RPC-MAG) was ob-547
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tained from Richter et al. (2019). Data analysis was done using NumPy version 1.20.2548

(Harris et al., 2020). Figures were made using Matplotlib (Caswell et al., 2021; Hunter,549

2007) and Colorspacious (Smith, 2015).550
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